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Abstract 

APIs can be found everywhere in today’s digital ecosystems. There exists a wide variety of clients that uti-
lize them, ranging from mobile or web applications to the software of physical devices, even robot vacuums 
or smart lighting appliances. Through the global digital transformation, APIs are utilized increasingly, allow-
ing applications to readily communicate with one another. Due to the continuously increasing demand for 
such integrations, APIs have become a standardized part of modern-day application development. 

A need for enabling such integrations arose at the University of Jyväskylä, where the current research infor-
mation system needed a flexible solution to enable other parties to utilize the data within. Main require-
ments for the product were good permissions management, no over-fetching of data, and comprehensive 
logging. Considering the increasing need and popularity of APIs, interest was also taken in finding and im-
plementing an abstract enough solution, so that any other applications could directly utilize the same ap-
proach in future integrations. 

The solution, aimed to cater to the needs of as many applications at once as possible, was a read-only API 
utilizing GraphQL. The product was implemented on top of an on-premises RHEL 8 server in a virtual envi-
ronment. It consisted of a Hasura GraphQL server running within Podman containers, having an additional 
Apache reverse proxy on the front. An external PostgreSQL database was connected to Hasura to function 
as the primary data source. Additionally, an authentication server was set up with the help of Node.js to 
provide users with authentication and thus enable role-based authorization. 

The resulting product of the research project became a fully functional proof of concept, requiring only fur-
ther minor configurations to fully fit the specific needs of the employer. At the same time, the implementa-
tion remained abstract enough so that it could be directly applied to other applications, without any exist-
ing knowledge of the technologies related to the research project. 

The purpose of the research project was to investigate relevant technologies, based on which a new practi-
cal API for the University of Jyväskylä was to be created to support the increasing demand for application 
integrations. These objectives were achieved, as the final product was something that could be immedi-
ately utilized to some extent. Optional future improvements were also highlighted, based on which the em-
ployer could easily further expand functionality according to future needs. 
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Tiivistelmä  

Ohjelmointirajapinnat ovat vahvasti läsnä nykypäivän digitaalisissa ekosysteemeissä. Niitä hyödyntäviä so-
velluksia on laajalti, aina mobiili- ja web-sovelluksista fyysisten laitteiden, jopa robotti-imurien ja älyvalai-
simien ohjelmistoihin. Ohjelmointirajapintoja hyödynnetään enenevässä määrin maailmanlaajuisen digitaa-
lisen transformaation myötä, mikä lisää sovellusten valmiutta keskustella keskenään. 
Ohjelmistointegraatioiden jatkuvasti lisääntyvän kysynnän ansiosta ohjelmointirajapinnoista on tullut stan-
dardisoitu osa nykypäivän sovelluskehitystä. 

Tarve ohjelmistointegraatiolle Jyväskylän yliopistolla nousi esille, kun tutkimustietojärjestelmä tarvitsi jous-
tavan ratkaisun mahdollistaakseen datansa hyödyntämisen muille osapuolille. Tärkeimmät vaatimukset 
tuotteelle olivat hyvä käyttöoikeuksienhallinta, liiallisen datan kerralla hakemisen välttäminen ja kattava 
lokitus. Huomioiden ohjelmointirajapintojen kasvavan kysynnän, haluttiin lisäksi löytää ja toteuttaa tar-
peeksi hyvin abstraktoitu ratkaisu, jotta mitkä tahansa muut sovellukset voisivat suoraan hyödyntää samaa 
lähestymistapaa tulevissa integraatioissa. 

Ratkaisu, joka tähdättiin vastaamaan niin monen sovelluksen tarpeisiin kuin mahdollista, oli GraphQL:ää 
hyödyntävä kirjoitussuojattu ohjelmointirajapinta. Tuote toteutettiin paikalliselle RHEL 8-palvelimelle virtu-
aaliympäristössä. Se sisälsi Hasura GraphQL-palvelimen, joka toimi Podman-konteissa ja sen edessä toimi 
lisäksi käänteisenä välityspalvelimena Apache. Ulkoinen PostgreSQL-tietokanta yhdistettiin Hasuraan toimi-
akseen pääasiallisena tietolähteenä. Lisäksi autentikaatiopalvelin pystytettiin Node.js:n avulla tarjoamaan 
käyttäjille autentikaatiota ja siten mahdollistamaan roolikohtaisen auktorisoinnin. 

Tutkimusprojektin lopputuotoksena syntyi kaikin puolin toimiva tutkimusprototyyppi, joka vaatisi ainoas-
taan vähäistä konfiguraatiota sopiakseen täysin toimeksiantajan tarkempiin tarpeisiin. Samalla toteutus py-
syi niin abstraktina, että sitä voitaisiin suoraan käyttää muiden sovellusten kanssa ilman olemassaolevaa 
tietämystä tutkimusprojektiin liitetyistä teknologioista. 

Tutkimusprojektin tavoitteena oli tutkia olennaisia teknologioita, joiden perusteella toteutettaisiin uusi käy-
tännöllinen API Jyväskylän yliopistolle tukemaan ohjelmistointegraatioiden lisääntyvää tarvetta. Nämä ta-
voitteet saavutettiin, sillä valmista tuotetta voitaisiin välittömästi hyödyntää tietyssä määrin. Myös vaihto-
ehtoisia kehityskohteita korostettiin, joiden pohjalta toimeksiantaja voisi helposti edelleen laajentaa 
toiminnallisuutta tulevien tarpeiden mukaiseksi. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Subject 

The purpose of this thesis is to present the design and implementation processes of an API, built 

to function independently regardless of the underlying applications and their potentially complex 

data models, with the ease of deployment and re-configuration in mind. Various aspects of APIs 

and their development practices were studied to accomplish this. This subject was determined 

from a development task assigned by the University of Jyväskylä, as their current research infor-

mation system (CRIS) could benefit from such interface. 

The research problem was found to be the way that the current API of the CRIS application was 

built. The API was created as an improvised solution to a specific requirement, without much de-

velopment resources spent on the bigger picture of what the API could be at its best, such as sup-

porting easy scalability, reconfiguration for potential future updates, or additional ways in which 

other parties could be utilizing the data of the CRIS application. Considering how much a system 

that is being widely queried by other parties can benefit from a reliable, robust API, replacing such 

ad hoc solutions most certainly benefits everyone in the end (Brooks, G. 2013). 

1.2 Project goals 

One of the main areas of improvement that was highlighted was the simplification of the data 

model, as the old API solution could return various nonessential technical attributes, or even hid-

den, potentially confidential fields in its responses, any of which the client should not be receiving 

most of the time. There also existed no authentication method, which would support the differen-

tiating of clients or allow the configuration of client-specific rights within the API. Instead, any re-

quests sent to the API were executed with administrator privileges. This kind of implementation, 

by nature, limits the scope of the audience that could even have any kind of access to the API. 

The main goal of this research project was to create a solution, which would not only improve on 

the existing API, but also support the deployment of the API on top of an existing, abstract applica-

tion. This meant that the research would remain focused on finding a way to deploy and configure 
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the API on different kinds of existing applications, instead of tailoring it for, or possibly even inte-

grating it into the CRIS application in question. This would not only let other systems potentially 

adapt the same solution, but also allow the API to be easily re-configured on the server-side, in the 

case that any major changes occur. In an ideal scenario, any changes to the background applica-

tion or its data structure would cause no visible changes to the externally visible API specification 

and thus require no actions from any of the clients already utilizing the API. 

Having an API to maintain does increase the workload of the developers on the server side when 

changes in some form eventually do occur. However, as any of the planned clients for this internal 

API were also going to be using resources of the employer, with or without the API, and the num-

ber of clients for an application such as the CRIS could increase as well in the long run, reducing 

the workload for the clients of the API was a priority as well. The API was therefore to be designed 

in a way that both gives the client developers more freedom in how the API of the CRIS application 

is accessed, while also minimizing the need for client-sided development work and changes during 

possible future updates to the background application. 

1.3 Scope 

For the sake of keeping focus on abstraction, the scope of this thesis was restricted to consider a 

read-only API. Not only is a read-only API sufficient for the long-term needs of the employer, but 

modifying data in an abstract, existing application, poses its own separate challenges considering 

how differently data changes could be managed in different systems. An abstracted API deploy-

ment might likely be set up to interact with the backend database directly. Direct data writes to 

the DB would then not properly trigger scripted on-data-changed events within the application, to 

give an example of a challenge that would rise from implementing a CRUD API with the specific 

CRIS application in question. 

A proper authentication method, however, was required so that client-specific data read permis-

sions could be managed, which in turn would allow the benefits of the API to be opened to differ-

ent groups of users. A complete logging functionality for the API was also mandatory, as any exist-

ing logging functionalities of the application would be effectively bypassed, if interacting with the 

DB directly. 
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1.4 Research questions 

Based on the research problem and goals, the main research question was determined to be “How 

to design and implement a read-only API solution well suited for an abstract, existing application?” 

Additionally, the main question was split into the following sub questions: 

 How easy is it to deploy the final product or make changes to it? 

 Is the final product a considerable API option for other applications? 

 How far could the API be reasonably abstracted? 

 Is the amount of work required from the API clients’ developers reasonable? 

 

The research in this thesis focuses on studying the industry standards relevant to the application in 

question, as well as finding best practices related to API development in general. This results in 

discovery of the required information, based on which the final product is developed and finally 

implemented for the employer. 

1.5 Research methodology 

Determining the main research method is a starting point for research. Different research meth-

ods exist for different situations, and they all share similarities. The chosen research method des-

ignates which methods and tools will be used, and it should be appropriate for the research ques-

tions. (Kananen 2015, 29.) 

Qualitative research is the method used in this thesis. Qualitative research strategy aims to expand 

the overall understanding of the problem, to grant in-depth insights on topics that are not under-

stood well enough (Bryman 2012, 380-384). During the project at hand, the understanding of vari-

ous API development techniques was expanded by studying them in detail, after which a suitable 

product was developed based on the findings. Some characteristics were also used from the con-

structive research method, which is a systematic approach used to define issues and solve them by 

improving on the existing. (Lukka 2003, 85.) 
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2 Project environment 

2.1 Application 

Converis™ is the application upon which the API would be built. It is a CRIS system developed by 

Clarivate, built to integrate the management of research-related information with the workflows 

of the business. It allows this by making it possible to join multiple sources of data, both internal 

and external, such as repositories, libraries, and databases among other systems of the institution 

and creating complex workflows for managing this data. Converis is designed to manage many 

types of data objects, called “entities”, as well as relations between them, called “link entities”, 

which is visualized on Figure 1. (Converis N.d.) 

 

 

Figure 1. Entities and their links in Converis. Not only entities hold attributes, but the relationships 

between them do as well. 

Typical examples of such entities would be a person, organization, publication, project, project ap-

plication or patent (Converis N.d.). Any other kinds of entities could also be manually created and 

workflows for them customized by the administrator of the system, as the data model and work-

flows of the system are very detailed and extremely well configurable from the user interface of 

Converis (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Top-level configuration interface of Converis 

2.2 Data model 

2.2.1 Official standards 

CERIF 

CERIF is a conceptual model for describing the research domain, history of which points back all 

the way to the late 1970s. CERIF has been recommended as the official standard for member 

states of the EU whenever dealing with research information systems, as described by the Euro-

pean Commission (1991) in their official EU Recommendation to Member States. (EuroCRIS 2014) 

In early 2000, the care and custody of CERIF was handed over by the European Union to euroCRIS, 

which is a non-profit organization registered in the Netherlands and manages CERIF to this day. At 

the time, the CERIF 2000 model (Figure 3) had already become a significant improvement in de-

scribing the research domain, in comparison to the releases from the 1990s. The CERIF model has 
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grown since then through history, while having been influenced by technological developments. 

CERIF has undergone major upgrades such as one regarding normalization in 2006, and the intro-

duction of the Semantic Layer in 2008. The CERIF 1.4, released in early 2012, also brought in an 

embedded XML exchange format which has since become extremely popular. (ibid.) 

 

Figure 3. Old CERIF 2000 data model visualization (EuroCRIS 2014) 

OpenAIRE 

OpenAIRE is a European project with the purpose of supporting Open Science, launched in 2010 by 

the European Commission (Open Science EU 2020). OpenAIRE functions as both a technical infra-

structure responsible for the overall management, analysis, manipulation, provision, monitoring 

and cross-linking of all research outcomes as well as a network of dedicated Open Science profes-

sionals who can promote and provide training on Open Science (OpenAIRE N.d.). 
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While CERIF is a comprehensive model for the research domain, only some parts of model’s infor-

mation are relevant for OpenAIRE, as seen on Figure 4. OpenAIRE also provides guidelines which 

define in detail the XML data elements for this information, to standardize the exchange of data 

between individual CRIS systems and the OpenAIRE infrastructure. (ibid.) 

 

Figure 4. CERIF parts relevant for OpenAIRE (OpenAIRE N.d.) 

VIRTA 

The VIRTA Publication Information Service, operated by CSC (also known as IT Center for Science 

Ltd.), holds research information on publications produced by Finnish institutions that perform re-

search. This includes the universities and polytechnics of Finland, among other research organiza-

tions. The VIRTA service thus acts as a source of consistent and up-to-date information on Finnish 

scientific publications. Information stored in VIRTA may be browsed freely by anyone at https://re-

search.fi/ (CSC N.d.) 

https://research.fi/
https://research.fi/
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The Ministry of Education and Culture in Finland performs collection of Finnish publication data 

annually, which is accomplished through the VIRTA Publication Information Service. VIRTA there-

fore plays a big role in the domain of Finnish research by bringing publication information into one 

place, from which it can then be accessed by a variety of different systems and services, effectively 

also reducing the administrative workload of researchers themselves. (ibid.) 

As seen on Figure 5, there have been issues with the compatibility between commercial CRIS plat-

forms used in Finland and the OpenAIRE infrastructure. To solve this, OpenAIRE and VIRTA began a 

collaborative effort in 2018 to bring Finnish publication metadata to OpenAIRE, increasing not only 

the quality of the metadata but also the visibility of it at a global level. (Nikkanen & Schirrwagen 

2019) 

 

Figure 5. VIRTA-OpenAIRE integration (Nikkanen & Schirrwagen 2019) 

2.2.2 Converis 

As stated, commercial CRIS platforms in Finland tend to be incompatible with the requirements of 

OpenAIRE. This also applies to Converis, which differs from the previously mentioned standards in 
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various ways. As VIRTA takes care of the annual publication information collection and integration 

with OpenAIRE, the metadata is still ultimately brought from Converis to OpenAIRE. 

While Converis differs from the standards, it shines with the flexibility of its data model and espe-

cially with how it allows detailed configuration of the workflows, based on the complex and even 

deep chains of derived links between entities. A few good examples of such derived relations are 

seen on Figure 6, where a link entity does not exist between two persons, but their relation can 

still be derived from involvement in the same projects or publications. This could even be applied 

to organizations 1 and 2, which could be associated with each other through the links to persons 

who have further links to common projects. 

 

Figure 6. Examples of derived relations in Converis 

2.3 Infrastructure 

The installation of the Converis application which the API would be interacting with, exists on vir-

tual RHEL servers. While there are many components and various functionalities to Converis, exist-

ing not only on a single virtual machine but across multiple servers, the only relevant technical 

part of the Converis installation regarding the product of the thesis was the database. For the da-

tabase, Converis uses PostgreSQL, an open-source object-relational database system that has 

been under active development for over 30 years (Momjian 2001). While Converis uses Post-

greSQL, other applications could be using other kinds of databases, which had to be taken into 

consideration when coming up with an abstract API solution. The relevance of the underlying data-

base infrastructure to the API should therefore be minimal. 
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3 Application programming interface 

3.1 Definition 

One way to look at an API is to consider it as a middleman between a system and outside users 

wishing to utilize it, who do not necessarily possess inside knowledge of the system or even have 

any kind of access rights to it. Generally, an API would selectively disclose data to the users of an-

other abstract application, or sometimes even allow them to perform actions within the system on 

which the API has been built (Read-only vs. CRUD APIs), without requiring them to know any de-

tails of what’s happening behind the API. The purpose of an API is therefore to abstract the details 

of each system to bring them closer together (Pearlman 2016). This abstraction ultimately allows 

clients to utilize the hidden backend system(s) in a very simple manner, only requiring knowledge 

of the technical specification of the API itself, which again is specifically designed for the outside 

clients to use (ibid.). 

The API is everything that the clients will see and work with, as explained on Figure 7. When a cli-

ent is interacting with an API, internally the API is working with other systems in ways that the 

user does not know, nor do they need to. To get its work done, the API might even communicate 

with any number of other internal APIs, which again might do the same, and so forth, becoming a 

“chain” of APIs. This, however, would not concern the outside user at all, as all the work would 

happen in the shadows behind a single API, and the client would only see the result which is even-

tually sent back to them by this “middleman”. 
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Figure 7. Visualization of both sides of the API (Madden 2020, chapter 1.2) 

3.2 Clients 

As seen on Figure 7, there is always some kind of a client which works with the API and typically 

there are many. A client could be any kind of application that is configured to communicate with 

the API. This client application could again have its own API, thus becoming a part of the “chain” of 

APIs and have its own clients. A common example of a client application which could utilize an API 

is a modern-day website (web application), which a user would access through the web browser of 

a computer or a mobile device. Many kinds of applications that utilize APIs could also be installed 

on a mobile device from, for example, the application stores provided by Apple or Google. Other 

examples of physical devices which typically contain applications interacting with APIs are IoT de-

vices, such as smart watches, robot vacuums or even smart home lighting appliances. 

A client should not be confused with a user. When referring to users, typically it translates to the 

people who are working with the client application through some form of a UI. As the user only 

sees and works with the client application, it therefore acts as another layer of abstraction, this 

time between the user and the API. The user only needs to know how to use the client application 

itself, while the application is working with the API in the background, unknown to the user. The 

client application also usually performs further parsing or formatting of the API’s responses, be-

fore deciding what sort of information should be displayed to the user based on them. 
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3.3 Behavior 

The responses returned by an API to the client application could contain data that the user of the 

client is requesting to see, in various formats. It could also simply contain a message letting the cli-

ent know of a successful operation if the request was to modify data through a CRUD API, for ex-

ample. The response could also be blank, or contain error messages, if the client sends requests in 

invalid format, which the API does not understand. This kind of situation could be caused by a hu-

man error with data entry from the user’s side, or a bug in the client application. In the case that 

the client or the authenticated user of the client is not authorized to perform the requested ac-

tions, there could also be no response at all. This is a security measure to keep an API from leaking 

information of how it functions to potentially malicious parties. All this behavior is API-specific and 

ultimately depends on the design choices made and practices followed during the technical speci-

fication of the API. (Harguindeguy 2021.) 

4 REST 

4.1 Introduction 

REST is one of the most, if not the most popular way to implement APIs. However, it is not a proto-

col. A RESTful web API is one that conforms to the constraints of the REST architectural style, com-

monly referred to as the “5 principles of REST”, such as stateless communication and cacheable 

data (Au-Yeung & Donovan 2020). As that is all REST is, an architectural style, there is no official 

standard for implementing RESTful APIs. There is however nothing stopping API specifications 

from making use of what other relevant standards/protocols have to offer, such as HTTP, IRI (URI), 

JSON and XML. When it comes to REST, utilizing such global conventions is not necessary but doing 

so can help the API meet the requirements of REST, as seen on chapter 4.2. 

Many kinds of APIs that utilize HTTP are often mistaken for REST APIs. This has become a common 

issue, as described by Pratt (2021) and has resulted in publications directed towards educating 

people on what REST is and what it isn’t, to stop developers calling their APIs something they are 

not (see e.g., Jain 2019; Pratt 2021). The main selling point of these publications seems to be that 

simply utilizing HTTP doesn’t mean that an API follows any of the constraints of the REST style and 

thus, using the term “REST” to generally refer to these APIs should be stopped to avoid spreading 

the misconception. Interestingly, although HTTP is most often a part of REST APIs as pointed out 
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by Au-Yeung & Donovan (2020), it is not a requirement for creating a RESTful API according to the 

originator of REST, Roy Fielding (2000, 5.3.2). 

Resources 

Perhaps the most essential part to understand about REST is the definition of a resource. A re-

source itself can be a reference to any set of static or dynamic information. It could be a reference 

to a set of existing data entities within the server, or to a concept of something that doesn’t exist 

yet. It could even be a collection of other resources. There are many things that a resource could 

be, but the main requirement is that it needs to be able to have a name which all related infor-

mation within the system can be uniquely associated with. (Fielding 2000, 5.2.1.1.) 

To better illustrate what a resource is, a “person” could be considered. A person-resource would 

be a general reference to the concept of person, which means that all information on the server 

related to any single person would be associated with that resource (ibid.). Most likely the server 

would in this case contain information of several people and with some additional clarification, 

such as an ID number, the details of just one specific person or a subset of people could be fetched 

or modified, all by accessing this generic “Person” resource. 

As previously mentioned, a resource can also be a concept of something that doesn’t exist. For ex-

ample, if the resource is called “Billionaire” and there exists no entity in the system which can be 

classified as a billionaire, the resource can still be accessed, although there would be no actual 

data entities available through it. The billionaire-resource might also return different data at dif-

ferent times since wealth is something that changes over time. If a resource was called “Warmest 

City”, referring to the city which currently has the highest temperature in the world, the infor-

mation would always point to a single city, but the exact city which the resource is referring to 

would also change depending on when the resource is accessed. 

The reason this is relevant to REST, is because when a RESTful API is implemented, there must be 

resources specified on the server. When a client is sending requests to the API, each request must 

be directed to a specific resource. A common way to achieve this is to map a single URL on the 

web server to each resource, after which the methods of HTTP, such as GET, can be used to inter-

act with any of the server resources. 
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4.2 The 5 principles of REST 

As previously mentioned, the characteristics which allow an API to be called RESTful are often not 

very clear among developers. This chapter will focus on explaining the 5 primary constraints, all of 

which an API would need to comply with to be called RESTful. 

4.2.1 Client-server architecture 

RESTful APIs divide the concerns of UI and data storage, delegating them separately to the client 

and the server (Figure 8). While this might be common behavior for many kinds of APIs, the client-

server constraint makes it clear that this is the only correct architectural style to work with, when 

developing a REST API. (Fielding 2000, 5.1.2.) 

Client-server style improves the portability of the user interface by delegating the entirety of user 

experience to the individual clients’ developers, allowing them to not only develop on multiple 

platforms, but also to consider the needs of the specific users of that application, allowing the 

RESTful interface to remain completely invisible to the end user. It also makes the API more scala-

ble by removing unnecessary complexity on the server’s side. Most importantly, it also allows both 

the API and the client to evolve independent of each other. (ibid.) 

 

Figure 8. Example of a common REST architecture diagram 
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4.2.2 Statelessness 

Another constraint of REST is statelessness, which defines a requirement for all communication 

between clients and the server to be stateless. This means that every request sent by clients must 

contain every piece of information that is necessary for the server to understand the state of the 

requestor, without utilizing any existing context stored on the server. In other words, every re-

quest should be processed in complete isolation, interpreted and processed solely by utilizing in-

formation sent along with the request. (Thelin 2021.) 

The stateless architecture can be helpful as it makes the API much less complex since no server-

sided states are required, increasing reliability through simplicity. Scalability is increased even fur-

ther, as the same API can be deployed to multiple servers when no states exist outside of individ-

ual requests. As both the server and the clients around a stateless API can be very easily changed, 

the lifespan of the API is also increased. Statelessness can still be limiting, mainly because the pay-

load size and thus network traffic quickly grow for complex queries due to all attributes related to 

the client’s state being included in each request. (Thelin 2021; Gupta 2021.) 

4.2.3 Uniform interface 

When communicating with an API, generally the client must know exactly how to form the re-

quest, and where to direct it to. This kind of information is typically defined in detail in the API 

specification, which should act as a contract on how the clients are expected to communicate with 

the API, and how the API is expected to respond. When every component of the system follows 

the same contract, it results in uniform communication. 

One of the primary characteristics of a REST service is the uniformness of the API connecting com-

ponents. According to Fielding (2000, 5.1.5), this is in fact the “central feature” of REST and thus the 

best way to distinguish it from other network-based styles. Among other things, it means that infor-

mation is transferred in a standardized way, regardless of which client is requesting said infor-

mation, the technical details of their implementation of the API client, or the services they further 

provide. (Fielding 2000, chapter 5.) 
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This constraint makes it possible for clients to trust that the same exact identifier, a URI for exam-

ple, can be used to access the same resource every single time. The client must also be able to 

trust that, although the API might evolve, the data format of the responses provided by the API is 

not going to change. All resources on the server should be accessible through a common method, 

an example of such a way being the HTTP GET method. Each resource should also only be identi-

fied by exactly one unique identifier (Jain 2019). 

HATEOAS is another part of this constraint, and its goal is to decouple the client and the server. 

According to the restrictions of HATEOAS, a RESTful API should include within each response links 

that point directly to all related data and any possible interactions with them, regarding the cur-

rent state of the application. Practically this means that the client needs no prior knowledge of 

what the current state of the application is, as all the relevant information is contained in the re-

sponse. It allows for a very dynamic way to develop the REST client, as the clients can dynamically 

further interact with the server application simply based on the responses. According to Reiser 

(2018), in an ideal scenario the client can interact with every aspect of the interface simply by fol-

lowing links in the responses, thus being “guided” through the interface by HATEOAS. This is also 

an effective way of allowing functionality of the server to evolve without breaking existing integra-

tions. It should be noted that although HATEOAS might sound practical in theory, it has also been 

criticized and even called “useless”. (Reiser 2018.) 

4.2.4 Caching 

Another constraint of REST is the requirement for the server to make it known with each response 

whether that data is cacheable or not (Fielding 2000, 5.1.4). Caching means that the client can 

store the response locally, which in turn means that if the same request is repeated in the future, 

the client may use the previously stored response instead of sending an actual request to the 

server (ibid.). This effectively allows full or partial removal of some of the interactions between the 

client and the server (ibid.). Fielding (2000, 5.3.3) describes the usefulness of caching in a clever 

way: “An interesting observation is that the most efficient network request is one that doesn't use 

the network”. 

As caching is clearly a big performance advantage, it also strongly supports the choice of HTTP as 

the application layer protocol with RESTful APIs (Figure 9). This is because caching is a very large 
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part of the HTTP specification itself, meaning that most clients, for example web browsers, would 

already be able to take advantage of an APIs caching functionality out of the box. GET requests for 

example can be cached, kept in browser history and bookmarked. (Gilling 2021; Bush 2020; Fiel-

ding 2000, 5.3.3.)

 

Figure 9. HTTP caching 

4.2.5 Layered architecture 

The idea behind the layered architecture constraint is to allow the system architecture to be built 

in a layered manner. In such systems, multiple hierarchical layers of components exist, each of 

which cannot see beyond the layer they are immediately interacting with. This also results in the 

same logic being applied to clients, which means that the client might not be able to tell whether 

they are connected to an intermediary component or the actual end server. (Fielding 2000, 5.1.6.) 

Layered architecture reduces the overall complexity of components of the system by promoting 

their simplicity through independence. As the visibility to layers beyond is restricted, new func-

tionality may need to be wrapped into an additional, independent intermediary component. Ex-

amples of such components are load-balancers and proxies, which could be used to increase sys-

tem scalability and authentication security. (Thelin 2021; Fielding 2000, 5.1.6.) 

4.3 Versioning 

No clear rules for versioning exist for REST, which means that each application has the responsibil-

ity to come up with their own versioning approach, although versioning is not mandatory at all 

(Bush 2020). As a matter of fact, Roy Fielding, the originator of REST, generally recommends 
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against the versioning of APIs and believes that the right way to approach change is through API 

evolution instead (Doerrfeld 2017). 

5 GraphQL 

5.1 Introduction 

GraphQL is a typed query language, purpose of which is to make APIs fast, flexible and developer 

friendly. According to Byron (2015), the journey of GraphQL began in 2012, when Facebook 

started rebuilding their native mobile applications. GraphQL was developed as a solution to the 

problems arising from having to deliver the Facebook news feed to mobile applications as HTML 

(ibid.). There was a need for a new solution working based on API data instead, along with addi-

tional “frustration” regarding the amount of code required to first prepare the data on the server 

side, and then to properly parse it again on the client’s side (ibid.). These issues resulted in a pro-

ject, today known as GraphQL (ibid.). Although the specification itself for GraphQL was originally 

developed by Facebook, it is now being actively governed by the GraphQL Foundation (Frequently 

Asked Questions (FAQ) N.d.). 

5.2 Schema 

Schema is the foundation of a GraphQL application. It contains all relevant information about the 

data structure, making it easy for clients to understand what kind of requests they can make and 

what to expect from the results. The schema consists of objects that contain one or more fields, 

which can be used by the clients to specify precisely what they need, in a single query operation. 

Fields describe the type in which the data is returned. The return type can be any of the scalar 

types, an object, an interface, a union or an enum. (Hagen, N. 2018.) 

Query type is a mandatory type in every schema, as it acts as an entry point describing what read 

operations can be executed against the GraphQL API, and in what type the data will be returned 

in. A very basic schema is visualized on Figure 10, where querying the API would return an array on 

Animals. It is worth noting that when fields are specified without an exclamation mark at the end, 

they can contain null values. (GraphQL schema basics N.d.) 
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Figure 10. Sample schema with object and query types 

Mutation type is an optional type in the schema, which has an important role in an API endpoint 

that allows altering data. Mutations are usually implemented when there is a need to perform in-

sert, modify or delete operations in a database. It’s a good practice to return a response contain-

ing the most recent data in every mutation operation, to the client, eliminating the need to send 

another query afterwards to fetch the latest data, as expressed on Figure 11. (Wieruch 2019, 35; 

GraphQL schema basics N.d.) 

 

Figure 11. Sample schema with object, query and mutation types 

5.3 Resolvers 

Resolvers are used to fetch data for queries from backend data sources. A resolver must exist for 

every field in the schema, otherwise a default resolver will check to see if a parent object has the 

same field defined, and then try to use that to return a value. A collection of resolvers defined in a 

single object is called a resolver map (Figure 12), which contains all top-level fields with corre-

sponding data types. (Stuart 2018.) 
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Figure 12. Resolvers with hardcoded return values 

5.4 Queries 

As briefly discussed in chapter 5.2, queries are read operations executed by clients to fetch data 

from an API. GraphQL utilizes HTTP as the client-server protocol, giving clients the flexibility to use 

any programming languages, client libraries or command line tools such as curl for this process. 

The only thing that needs to remain constant across implementations is the proper formatting of 

the queries according to the GraphQL specification and schema. (Stemmler 2020.) 

Queries can be sent via HTTP GET and HTTP POST requests, and the server will always return a re-

sponse in JSON format, as shown on Figure 13. Every request must contain query information at 

minimum, but additional GraphQL variables can also be passed, which technically enables a 

GraphQL server to parametrize and hide complex functionality on the server’s side where it can be 

easily re-utilized by multiple clients. GET requests can be considered a typical method for read 

only operations as they are faster, easier to use and can be cached, which means that it is possible 

to implement some caching functionality for GraphQL if using them. However, globally unique 

identifiers do not generally exist for GraphQL which could be leveraged for building caches and 

POST is usually the way GraphQL is utilized, meaning that caching might often not be an option. 

(Jacobs 2004; Requests and Responses N.d) 
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Figure 13. GraphQL query and response in JSON 

5.5 Versioning 

GraphQL has taken a different approach to versioning by providing the means for ongoing evolu-

tion of the schema. Because of this, versioning can, in theory, be avoided altogether. Evolution is a 

continuous process where you can introduce and deprecate fields, but existing attributes should 

not be modified to avoid breaking changes and maintain backwards compatibility. Deprecated 

fields can then safely be removed when they are old enough and no longer used. (Wieruch 2019, 

6.) 

5.6 Authentication and authorization 

Authentication is the process of verifying an identity. GraphQL doesn’t have a take on the process, 

so the developer must define how it will be done. Authentication middleware can be implemented 
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on any part of the chain (Figure 14), but it’s generally recommended to handle it on the GraphQL 

server itself. (Simha 2019.) 

 

Figure 14. Access control layers (Simha 2019.) 

Once the user has logged in, the next step is to verify what the user can see and interact with in-

side the system. This is called authorization or access control. Even if the API service would be read 

only, every request should still be authorized to track usage statistics and control what kind of 

data specific users are allowed to read and work with. (Simha 2019.) 

It’s a very common scenario to utilize JSON web tokens in the authentication and authorization 

flow. JWTs have become a very popular choice as they are a simple, secure way to exchange data 

between parties with very little overhead. After the client has passed the initial authentication 

phase, the authentication server will send a unique JWT to the client’s browser (Figure 15). The 

client will pass this JWT inside the header field in all further API calls to the server, so it can verify 

if the user has access to a specific resource. (Get Started with JSON Web Tokens N.d.) 
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Figure 15. Authentication and authorization flow (Get started with JSON Web Tokens. N.d.) 

6 Choosing the right approach 

6.1 Unified APIs 

Before starting to compare REST and GraphQL, it is worth noting that they do not completely can-

cel each other out. GraphQL is a robust solution which can also function as a way of bringing multi-

ple existing services into one. This means for example, that if there are many existing REST APIs, 

one might decide to leave them untouched while implementing a single new GraphQL endpoint. 

This new endpoint could allow access to all the existing REST endpoints, effectively changing the 

technology that the clients use from REST into GraphQL as well as combining multiple resources 

into one, common endpoint. GraphQL makes this possible without requiring any modifications to 

the existing interfaces, effectively making it possible to keep legacy REST integrations intact while 

allowing new ones to start implementing GraphQL. (Schultz 2018.) 

6.2 Project specifications 

While one of the main purposes of an API generally is abstraction itself, in this case the focus fur-

ther shifted towards abstracting the deployment and configuration processes of the API, as de-
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scribed in the goals of the research project. This means that it should be as easy as possible to de-

ploy the API regardless of the technical details of the backend application. It also means that the 

chosen API technology should either already be extremely flexible during the deployment process 

or allow for a reasonable way to further develop new functionality to improve the existing pro-

cess. One of the research questions was defined from the perspective of the future users of the 

API, which must also not be forgotten. GraphQL additionally seems to provide a solution to the ini-

tially defined problem of over-fetching, as further explained in the next chapter 6.3. 

6.3 Performance 

As described by Madden (2020, chapter 1.2.1), GraphQL is mostly concerned with the efficiency of 

queries and the ability to filter the results in detail. As the client can, to a great extent, add filters 

to their queries resulting in only specific parts of the data being returned, a RESTful API returning 

all the data at once might lose when it comes to performing actions on large sets of data, espe-

cially if the data is deeply nested and only small parts of it is required. Choosing to use GraphQL 

could therefore increase performance on either the server’s or the client’s side, or even decrease 

the network load. (Oggier 2020, 24-33.) 

It should be noted that REST can still outperform GraphQL in some cases, especially if caching is an 

option for the planned API. This is because GraphQL APIs do not generally support HTTP’s caching 

functionality very well, which RESTful APIs do (Thelin 2021; Bush 2020; Gilling 2021). Some caching 

options exist for GraphQL as well, but they do not match the full caching capabilities built directly 

into the HTTP specification, which REST due to its architectural constraints is able to utilize (ibid.). 

Thus, it is important to notice that there are both pros and cons to GraphQL (Gilling 2021). Investi-

gating its suitability for the application at hand before deciding to implement a GraphQL-based so-

lution over REST is consequently recommended (ibid.). 

6.4 Complex data models 

One of the main benefits of GraphQL is the way the client is given control over what data should 

be returned by queries. As seen from the standards and the Converis data model described in 

chapter 2.2, applications are often built on complex relational data models. The society’s needs to 

have all possible data along with other data related to it readily available are also increasing, as 
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described by Webb (2015), so being able to retrieve all linked or nested data in just one query 

might be an ideal scenario for many modern-day applications. Walkowski (2020) also indirectly 

supports this “data demand” claim by stating that consumers love applications which are innova-

tive, interactive, and provide many services in the same place. 

GraphQL accomplishes this by allowing the client to, with a single request, retrieve entities either 

side by side or in nested relationships (Wieruch 2019, 9). This could reduce the number of re-

quests going through the network in comparison to traditional REST, by shifting the perspective to 

the client and thus allowing it to combine all its data needs into one clean request (ibid.). A REST-

ful API on the other hand might require the client to send out not only multiple requests, but also 

send them into completely different server resources, depending on the data needs. REST can 

therefore quickly become unmanageable for complex requests (Thelin 2021; Bush 2020). 

6.5 Users 

The starting assumption is that while giving the client-side application more freedom in shaping 

the results they wish to receive with a single query, an apparent downside of the GraphQL ap-

proach is the steep learning curve. This would result in additional work required from the client’s 

side (as seen on Figure 16) to build proper queries compared to, for example, a simple GET re-

quest to a traditional RESTful API. Interestingly however, according to Brito & Valente (2020, VIII), 

GraphQL is easier for developers to use than REST, not only for new developers but also the ones 

already familiar with REST, requiring less effort on many aspects. This challenges the common idea 

of GraphQL being more difficult than REST. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of GraphQL and REST (Sikandar N.d.). It should be noted that the 

information about file uploading is outdated, as it has recently also become a part of GraphQL. 

The idea behind GraphQL’s difficulty might have to do with the fact that it has not been around for 

long and that it is only a language. This means that GraphQL on its own is not enough to have a 

functioning API, but the server and clients need to have their own implementations to utilize the 

language. This might seem to require more work than a basic REST API, because REST has been 

around for a long time and widely known solutions exist, especially around HTTP which has been 

around for even longer and can be directly utilized to implement RESTful APIs. As stated by Gilling 

(2021), “The beauty of REST is that a developer working with someone else’s API doesn’t need any 

special initialization or libraries”. GraphQL, although less known than REST, can still be imple-

mented in a very easy manner by utilizing existing applications. One of such applications for the 

server’s side discovered during this research is Hasura, which is further researched in Chapter 7. 

6.6 Conclusion 

GraphQL contains a variety of advanced features that are better suited for complex APIs, which 

can benefit from offering a lot of flexibility to the clients. This considers APIs that aim to allow a 
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large variety of possible interactions to clients, for example when hoping to make future integra-

tions possible ahead of time without additional server-sided work required later, by shifting some 

of the developer responsibility to the clients. This greatly increases development speed. GraphQL 

is also useful when wishing to give the clients access to advanced features such as subscription to 

future data changes. It’s also the winning choice if over-fetching, under-fetching or network traffic 

might become issues with REST, as GraphQL addresses them all. 

REST generally works well with simple, resource-driven apps. As concluded by Gilling (2021), REST 

might be the better choice for APIs which are only concerned with very few entities and simple re-

lationships. If caching of the data is an option, REST might also beat GraphQL in performance, a 

benefit which becomes less significant as the complexity of the data model increases, since a 

larger number of queries to various resources is often needed. GraphQL on the other hand is a 

strong choice for large applications where the API needs to connect with many different types of 

entities and possibly deep relationships between them. This is because many of its main features, 

such as simplifying the interaction with complex data models, can then be put to good use. 

For the project at hand, it seems justifiable that GraphQL is the right choice for implementing the 

API. Converis’ data model is a complex one, and one of the ideas behind the project was to allow 

other parties to use as much of Converis’ data as possible in their own ways, also considering pos-

sible future expansion. Additionally, over-fetching was one of the initially defined issues of the cur-

rent API, so a GraphQL-based solution would solve that as well. 

7 Hasura  

7.1 Introduction 

When serving a GraphQL API to clients, a GraphQL server is always required. Hasura GraphQL En-

gine is an open-source GraphQL server which is used to generate instant, real-time GraphQL APIs. 

Hasura is marketed for its ability to work on any applications utilizing PostgreSQL databases, but 

there are various other databases also supported such as MS SQL Server, Timescale, Yugabyte, 

BigQuery and MySQL (beta) with more coming soon, such as Oracle and mongoDB. (Instant 

GraphQL and REST for Databases N.d.) 
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Hasura is filled with features designed to make GraphQL APIs perform better as well as make them 

easier to deploy and develop. This includes the compiling of any kind of GraphQL query into one 

single SQL query, as well as optimization of the database calls. Hasura not only enables data feder-

ation between databases, but also GraphQL and REST services, allowing to bring multiple schemas 

and existing APIs into one new endpoint, as briefly explained in chapter 6.1. This makes Hasura a 

great tool for modernizing the use of legacy data. These are only examples of the various features 

included in Hasura, which will be further described in the next chapter. (A Comprehensive Guide 

to GraphQL with Hasura, N.d.) 

7.2 Features 

7.2.1 Automation 

Hasura automates many repetitive and time-consuming tasks by design. After a new database is 

connected, the developer must mark the desired tables and views as tracked before they can be 

utilized through the API. Hasura GraphQL engine will then generate a GraphQL schema, queries, 

mutations, subscriptions and relationships between them automatically. No resolvers are created, 

as the engine itself generates SQL queries from the GraphQL queries, simplifying the schema struc-

ture and making the API operations much more efficient. (How Hasura GraphQL engine works, 

N.d.) 

7.2.2 Query performance analysis 

As many concurrent users and applications commonly use an API, it’s important to ensure that it 

will perform up to expectations. Hasura takes advantage of the explain statement in PostgreSQL 

for example, which greatly improves troubleshooting of the performance of SQL queries (Figure 

17). Running a query analysis will return a response in JSON format containing total cost, planning 

time, and execution time amongst other metrics, which might help a developer to understand why 

a query is taking a specific amount of time, and how it could be further optimized. (Devarkonda 

2018; Analyzing Query Plans, N.d.) 
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Figure 17. Generated SQL and execution plan on Hasura web console (Analyzing Query Plans, N.d.) 

7.2.3 Authentication 

Authentication is not handled within Hasura itself, but instead requires another authentication 

server to be set up. There are two modes that can be used for authenticating users with Hasura. 

The first option requires an outside webhook, which is exposed to Hasura. Hasura will then au-

thenticate every request sent to it based on the request’s authentication headers, by passing them 

to the webhook, which will return a list of roles belonging to the requestor. The other option uti-

lizes JWT and requires the client to first get the token from another service, after which it can be 

used to send requests to Hasura. Hasura will be able to decode and verify the token, after which 

the user is authenticated. (Authentication & Authorization. N.d.) 

7.2.4 Authorization 

Whichever authentication method is used, authentication itself is not enough. Hasura will need to, 

based on the metadata of the request, evaluate access control configuration to decide whether 
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the requested actions can be allowed to be executed for the requestor. Access control within Has-

ura is performed based on rules, which can be easily created through the configuration interface. 

Each rule is linked to a role and can be configured to only consider specific SQL operations, tables 

or even only specified rows and columns. Example of rule creation through the Hasura console can 

be seen on Figure 18. (Authentication & Authorization. N.d.) 

 

Figure 18. Access control rule creation in Hasura (Authentication & Authorization. N.d.) 

These rules are utilized by utilizing dynamic session variables from the external authentication ser-

vice during every request. This is done either by having Hasura pass the request headers to the au-

thentication service at every request to receive the session variables, or by decoding them from an 

already-supplied JWT, depending on the chosen authentication method as previously explained. 

The session variables contain data such as the default role and list of all allowed roles for the re-

questor. If there are many roles available, one can be indicated in the request by the client to dif-

fer from the default value. (ibid.) 
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7.2.5 Cloud 

As the GraphQL server itself is open-source software, the product Hasura really seems to be selling 

to their customers is the cloud implementation of it, appropriately named Hasura Cloud. Getting 

started with the cloud version appears to be easier, as almost everything is set up for the user au-

tomatically. There are also additional features that come along with the cloud plan, besides the 

general benefits of cloud computing. This kind of approach naturally comes with a monthly fee, 

whereas the open-source version of Hasura can be manually installed as an on-premises solution, 

which means it is completely free to use. While the cloud option requires no hardware to set up, 

the open-source version is built to run in Docker containers, which allows it to be set up in almost 

any kind of environment. (Hasura Products: Cloud, Open Source & Enterprise (On-Prem). N.d.) 

7.3 Suitability for the project 

GraphQL was already chosen as the API technology for the project, meaning that a server that fur-

ther eases the use of GraphQL seemed to benefit everyone. As the project was focused on ab-

straction of the API, Hasura seemed to be a very strong addition to the stack. Hasura is marketed 

for its ability to be directly connected to data sources including most database systems and other 

interfaces, even connecting to multiple ones at once. This made it seem like Hasura isn’t designed 

for any specific applications, but instead for being able to bring together as many of different kinds 

of data sources as possible, unifying them behind a single API. 

Hasura also seems to provide answers to problems of the existing Converis API which were high-

lighted during the project specification. One of the primary issues was over-fetching, to which the 

GraphQL language itself is a solution, as clients can specify precisely what information they need. 

Another major problem was the lack of roles, which Hasura solves by allowing extremely specific 

permissions management for different custom-defined roles, even down to the row and column 

level. This also means that the principle of least privilege can be followed in detail. 

One additional note was made to focus on the reduction of developer workload. While GraphQL 

generally allows shifting some of the work of the API developers to clients instead, it was also 

noted that reducing the work of the client developers would also be a good thing. As GraphQL had 

been decided to be the best way to move forward, it didn’t end up looking particularly simple 
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from the clients’ perspective. However, as usefulness of the previously mentioned features of Has-

ura continued to outweigh this seemingly inconvenient matter, it remained to be determined in 

practice what Hasura could do, if anything, to ease the work of the clients. 

Additionally, it is worth noting that there are several benefits and downsides to both on-premises 

and cloud solutions in general. Cloud computing, however, is a large topic of its own and thus the 

comparison between on-premises and cloud is far beyond the scope of this thesis. If deciding to 

implement Hasura, the value of the additional features offered by Hasura Cloud as well as the dif-

ferences between cloud and on-premises solutions are recommended to be inspected individually. 

The on-premises version of Hasura was chosen to be implemented for the purposes of this thesis 

simply due to being the free, open-source option.  

8 Implementation 

8.1 Prerequisites 

Chapter 8 focuses entirely on the practical implementation process of the final product, based on 

the findings of the previous chapters. It also functions as a detailed set of instructions, based on 

which a similar solution can be implemented and used with another application, without previous 

knowledge of GraphQL and Hasura. Detailed information such as specific commands are included 

to make the implementation reproducible. General technical knowledge regarding installations 

and configurations performed on Linux-based systems is required to re-implement the product of 

this project. 

RHEL 8 

As the virtual server used for the implementation of the API was running a RHEL 8 installation, 

some changes to the setup process of Hasura were required. The main difference caused by this 

OS version was the absence of Docker, which was replaced in RHEL 8 by Podman. While the aim of 

Podman is to completely replace Docker and thus work with existing Docker-dependent software, 

Podman was still under development and Hasura contained no official installation support for it. 

Some issues came up during the installation process for these reasons, and workarounds for them 

are included in this chapter, applying to the specific software versions used at the time. For OS 

versions other than RHEL 8, or different versions of the software used, the instructions of this 
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chapter will likely need to be applied in a different way for them to result in a fully functional im-

plementation of Hasura, although the use of Docker would most likely make the process easier. 

Web server 

There existed a web server and firewall services related to the virtual server used in this imple-

mentation, which were both externally managed by the employer organization. What it practically 

meant during this implementation was that to expose the functionality of Hasura to the network, 

additional configuration of the existing web service had to be done to let it act as a reverse proxy. 

Configuration was thus done to forward traffic from the existing exposed web server to the locally 

installed Hasura service. 

This process may highly differ depending on the existing system and other requirements. In this 

case, the existing web server used to achieve this kind of forwarding was Apache. However, an-

other service could be used instead to achieve the same functionality. Hasura also sets up its own 

web server which could optionally be exposed directly, by configuring the firewall and thus requir-

ing no proxy at all. The installation or configuration of Apache is not included in this thesis, be-

cause it is in no way a requirement for installing Hasura. The firewall configuration is also only 

mentioned on a generic level, as the detailed configurations will differ depending on the system. 

Packages 

Some packages are required to be installed before Hasura may be set up. The packages that were 

pre-installed on the server are wget (1.19.5), python3 (3.6.8) and python3-virtualenv (15.1.0-21). 

These may be installed through any package manager, which in this case was dnf. 

8.2 Hasura installation 

The first step was to get root privileges by entering the “sudo su -” command. This meant that 

“sudo” could be omitted from all future commands, as the active user was changed to root. The 

setup process then began with the installation of Podman, which was done through dnf: 

dnf module enable -y container-tools:rhel8 && dnf module install -y container-
tools:rhel8 
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While the installation documentation of Hasura only contains instructions for Docker, and advises 

downloading it through a custom repository, RHEL 8 has taken many steps to shift away from it in 

favor of Podman. Docker is quite old and hasn’t changed much since release, making it difficult to 

design modern solutions when the engine itself is starting to lack behind. Podman was designed to 

overcome these obstacles, so this installation was completed with the natively supported Podman 

container engine. Version 3.3.1 of Podman was installed. 

After enabling Podman, the project directory /usr/local/crisapi was created. Within this directory, 

two additional sub-directories, hasura and venv, were also created. The following command chain 

was used to achieve this: 

mkdir /usr/local/crisapi/hasura -p  && cd /usr/local/crisapi && virtualenv venv 

The directory name “venv” is short for virtual environment. The purpose of virtual environments is 

to keep individual Python environments as isolated from the system as possible, to avoid possible 

conflicts when implementing several separate environments within the same system. Next, the 

created virtual environment was activated as follows: 

source venv/bin/activate 

After activating the virtual environment, all changes to be made to the Python environment would 

be isolated to exist only within the single directory “venv”. A virtual environment such as this one 

can be exited any time by using the simple command deactivate. 

At this point, a configuration file was downloaded according to instructions provided in the Hasura 

documentation. This was placed into the previously created hasura directory, by entering the fol-

lowing commands: 

cd hasura && wget https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hasura/graphql-engine/sta-
ble/install-manifests/docker-compose/docker-compose.yaml 

https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hasura/graphql-engine/stable/install-manifests/docker-compose/docker-compose.yaml
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/hasura/graphql-engine/stable/install-manifests/docker-compose/docker-compose.yaml
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At this point, a suggested way to continue was to use a tool called docker-compose, which is used 

for automatically setting up and configuring a set of docker containers, based on a single configu-

rable YAML-file which can be executed by this program. This was the file previously downloaded 

by wget, called “docker-compose.yaml”. 

Podman had been described being able to replace Docker so well that a docker-alias, referring to 

podman, was a possibility to ease the transition. Because of this, an attempt was made to make 

docker-compose compatible with Podman by simply creating the said alias for podman. This was 

not successful, however, as major differences between Podman and Docker do still exist which re-

sulted in various issues when attempting to execute the compose file. 

Another attempted but also initially unsuccessful solution to this problem was to download pod-

man-compose instead of docker-compose, simply by executing the command “pip3 install pod-

man-compose” in the virtual environment. Podman-compose is a project designed to fix the differ-

ences and effectively make docker-compose files directly compatible with Podman. However, as 

the project was still in somewhat early development, some issues did exist. Luckily, the issues rele-

vant to this project were fixed by instead downloading what was at the time the latest develop-

ment branch of podman-compose. This was achieved through the command: 

pip3 install https://github.com/containers/podman-compose/archive/devel.tar.gz 

The exact version of podman-compose installed by this command was 0.1.7dev. Incompatibilities 

however still existed regarding how differently networking is performed within the “containers” in 

Docker, and in Podman. These issues resulted in the containers inside the pod not being able to 

communicate with each other by their names. A change to the compose file configuration was 

therefore made, changing the references of the “postgres” container within the Hasura container 

to “localhost” instead, as seen on Figure 19. This workaround allowed Hasura to properly contact 

the other container, on which the Postgres database used by Hasura itself for metadata was run-

ning. It is worth noting that the default Postgres password should also be changed for security rea-

sons, as well as enabling the HASURA_GRAPHQL_ADMIN_SECRET. If choosing to not enable the 

secret, anyone can access the Hasura web console and make modifications with administrator 

privileges. Other changes within the compose file may also be made later before moving to pro-

duction, such as disabling development mode. 

https://github.com/containers/podman-compose/archive/devel.tar.gz
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Figure 19. Modified docker-compose file for bringing up Hasura and its internal database. The two 

environment variables PG_DATABASE_URL and HASURA_GRAPHQL_ADMIN_SECRET were further 

modified afterwards. 

Finally, to bring up the pod and thus Hasura, allowing the web UI to be accessed, the following 

command was entered within the hasura directory: 

podman-compose up -d 

After the containers were brought up, the Hasura web console became accessible through the 

port 8080, as seen on Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20. Hasura web console 
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8.3 Configuration 

8.3.1 Data source 

Creating a new database connection to give Hasura a source of data was the first step to get 

started with the configuration process. As seen on Figure 19, the primary data source was speci-

fied in the environment variable PG_DATABASE_URL, which is the best practice from security per-

spective, as connection details are kept with Hasura’s metadata. Instead of using the internal Has-

ura database as a data source as seen on the figure, the connection string in the compose file was 

further edited to instead point to the database of Converis, existing on another server. The con-

nection string can further utilize environment variables of the host system by using the dollar sign 

with curly brackets “${}”. Here is an example of such connection string, assuming the included vari-

ables exist: 

PG_DATABASE_URL: post-
gres://${DB_USERNAME}:${DB_PASSWORD}@${DB_HOSTNAME}:5432/${DB} 

This PG_DATABASE_URL environment variable was then added to the configuration of the Hasura 

container so that the data source could be connected through the “DATA” tab of the web UI, as 

seen on Figure 21. It should be noted that since the implementation focused on a read-only API, a 

database user with read-only permissions was used to comply with the principle of least privilege. 

 

Figure 21. Adding a data source to Hasura through an environment variable 
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Connecting Hasura to an external database usually requires further configuration on the other side 

to allow the connection. Usually, the firewall of the other server must be configured to let the con-

nection through. Other software, including the database itself, might also block the connection. An 

example that came up during this implementation was that Postgres itself prevented the connec-

tion because the host-based authentication file was used and not configured properly to allow 

connections from the API server. The tasks to be performed on the DB server differ greatly de-

pending on individual configurations. 

8.3.2 Data definitions 

When connecting Hasura to the database of an existing application, especially a large one, chances 

are there are lots of foreign keys representing relationships between different tables in the data-

base. It is also entirely possible that there aren’t any relations where there should be, meaning 

that they would need to be defined to simplify querying. This becomes problematic if the devel-

oper of the API doesn’t wish to perform permanent modifications to the database. 

Whether there are existing relationships in the DB or not, Hasura comes to the rescue by allowing 

the easy definition of custom relationships between tables through its graphical UI. If the database 

already contains foreign keys, Hasura will detect them and suggest adding equivalent GraphQL re-

lationships automatically. Otherwise, the tables and their linked columns must be selected manu-

ally to create the relationship. What makes this great is that although relationships are created for 

the external DB, it is done on the API level, meaning that the DB is not modified at all. Another 

similarly useful feature is the easy renaming of existing data, again on the API level. These two fea-

tures combined allow the API developer to make tables and their data more readable and thus 

easier for the API user to understand, without touching the source database. These features are 

where Hasura shines, especially when it comes to difficult-to-read legacy data, or tables without 

well-defined relationships. 

While the Converis database comes with well-built materialized views that are easy for the eye to 

read as well as to query, they have the clear downside of having to be re-created regularly. The 

creation of the materialized views is a somewhat time-consuming process and means that the 

available data is only as recent as the latest build of the materialized views. This works well for 
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things such as daily tasks since the views can be easily regenerated, but when it comes to unpre-

dictable API calls, real-time data is almost a must. The problem with this is that Converis’ actual 

data is contained in tables that are neither easy to read nor to query, at the first glance. Some re-

lations do exist, but there are also missing ones. This means that both the data relationship and 

renaming functionalities of Hasura can be put to good use when enabling access to real-time Con-

veris data. 

One of the hoped outcomes of a new improved API that had previously been emphasized by the 

employer was the easier fetching of publication data from Converis. Based on this, publication 

data retrieval was the first proof of concept chosen to be implemented to the API. To allow Hasura 

to retrieve information on Converis publications, the relationships were defined as seen on Figure 

22. 

 

Figure 22. Converis Database relationships. Blue highlights represent the data to be joined to-

gether. Black connections represent relationships defined within Hasura, some of which already 

existed as foreign keys in the DB. 
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8.3.3 Queries and API endpoints 

A basic query 

After all the relationships necessary to fetch a publication’s attributes in a single query were cre-

ated, writing the actual query was the next step. With Hasura, this can be accomplished even with-

out any knowledge of the GraphQL language. This is possible through the graphical editor 

“GraphiQL” which is conveniently integrated into the Hasura web console, as previously seen on 

Figure 20. A very basic query called “GetPublication” was created, namely designed for retrieving 

data on a specific publication. A simple condition was written to check for the ID and type in the 

table of entities, followed by selecting which data to display through the previously defined rela-

tionships. The query can be seen on Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23. GetPublication v1, querying data based on relations. Returns all string attributes and 

their values for the publication that has the specified ID. 

A twist to the development process was the fact that all attribute values of different datatypes 

had their own tables. As previously seen on Figure 22, all mentioned values were strings. If hoping 

to also fetch numbers, dates or binary values for example, more tables and relationships would 

need to be introduced. To prove the concept of multiple datatypes and fetch some more com-

monly needed attributes, number values were added to the query along with the strings. This was 

done simply by copying the existing code block and changing some names to refer to different re-

lationships and columns. The new, updated query which fetched both strings and number values 

can be seen on Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. GetPublication v2, querying values through several relation paths. This version of the 

query additionally fetches attributes that have number values, which are also in a separate table. 

The added block of code is highlighted in red. 

Now the query started to look like with more datatypes to soon be added, it would become incon-

venient and perhaps even too complex of a requirement for the clients to write, especially for a 

task that assumedly will be repeated frequently and across many clients. Luckily, something that 

at this point came as a very positive surprise, was that Hasura in fact allows the storing of queries 

on the server’s side, by wrapping them in a simple “REST” endpoint for easy, repeated calls. Before 

moving on with this approach, it is worth noting that again, this time in practice, the endpoint is by 

default called REST, although it does not necessarily comply with all the principles of REST. Thus, it 

will from now on be called a HTTP endpoint. 

This approach of wrapping the functionality would make little sense with the ID of a specific publi-

cation entity written within the query itself. To make the query much more useful for various pur-

poses, the ID was instead replaced by the variable $id, as seen on Figure 25. This allows the clients 

to simply supply an ID of their choice with the request, which GraphQL conveniently substitutes in 

the stored query. 
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Figure 25. GetPublication v3, introducing variables. The previously hardcoded ID has been 

replaced by a variable, which can be supplied individually by clients and then substituted by 

GraphQL itself. 

At this point the query looked like something that could be repeatedly utilized by multiple clients 

and for various publications. Wrapping this functionality in a simple HTTP endpoint could there-

fore be beneficial and it was done by clicking the “REST” button on the GraphiQL interface within 

Hasura console. After supplying the required information, as seen on Figure 26, the endpoint be-

came immediately accessible. 

 

Figure 26. Wrapping a whole GraphQL query within a simple HTTP endpoint 
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The new HTTP endpoint could be tested by simply sending a POST request to the correct URL and 

including the required ID parameter in a JSON-formatted body. This request could be made with 

the simple command line utility curl, for example. However, a more graphical approach with an 

application called Postman was chosen instead. Postman is visually very clean and clear on how 

everything functions, and it therefore makes HTTP requests very easy, even if the user is not very 

familiar with them. A new HTTP POST request was created in Postman, and it was directed to the 

newly created HTTP endpoint. The ID of a specific test publication was included in a JSON body ac-

cording to GraphQL specification. As seen on Figure 27, fields of the publication were successfully 

returned. 

 

Figure 27. The GetPublication HTTP endpoint in action. All fields containing strings or numbers as 

values were returned by the API. 
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While this API response might seem completely fine, one of the problems initially outlined was the 

over-fetching of data. As this query always returns every attribute, it doesn’t match the goals of 

the project. To make this query perform according to the expectations, an additional way to 

choose the returned fields during each query was required. Like the approach used for supplying 

the ID through a big integer variable, a list of strings variable can similarly be created, against 

which attribute definitions can be checked and filtered. This additional variable and relevant con-

ditionals were added to create the final version of the GetPublication query. The final query and its 

test results can be seen on Appendix 1. 

8.3.4 Authentication 

Hasura requires an external auth server to authenticate users, as previously described in chapters 

7.2.3 and 7.2.4. Passport.js, a general-purpose authentication middleware, was chosen to be set 

up to authenticate any calls to the API by using bearer tokens. It functions on the Express Web 

Framework, which is a very minimal web server built on Node.js. 

Firstly, the official Hasura repository was fetched. Inside of it exists the previously mentioned, 

community managed Node application Passport.js, which was going to be set up to manage HTTP 

authentication via bearer tokens. The following commands were used to download the repository 

and navigate to Passport’s directory: 

git clone https://github.com/hasura/graphql-engine 
cd graphql-engine/community/boilerplates/auth-webhooks/passport-js  

NPM was also installed, which is used to manage Node.js packages. Running the command “npm 

install” within a package directory retrieves all dependencies and places them in a folder named 

“node_modules”, making it very easy to deploy, manage and isolate Node.js applications. The fol-

lowing commands first download and install npm through the dnf package manager, then install 

Passport.js and its dependencies, including Express, after which the fresh installation is moved to 

the crisapi project directory: 

dnf -y install npm 

npm install 

https://github.com/hasura/graphql-engine
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mv passport-js /usr/local/crisapi/ 

cd /usr/local/crisapi/passport-js  

The web server binds to port 8080 by default, but that cannot be used as it’s already reserved by 

Hasura. Thus, the app.js file had to be modified slightly to change the port binding. The port 3000 

was chosen to be used. The file was opened for editing with the command ”nano app.js” and the 

existing line “app.set('port', process.env.PORT || 8080);” was modified so that the port 8080 be-

came 3000 instead. 

Another Postgresql database server was installed locally, which is where the authentication cre-

dentials were going to be stored by the Node.js application. The command “dnf install postgresql-

server -y” was used to perform a fresh installation. 

The database server couldn’t be started with default configuration, as port 5432 also happened to 

be reserved by Hasura’s database. The port was changed to 5433 instead, by opening the file 

“/var/lib/pgsql/data/postgresql.conf” and changing the line “#port = 5432” to “port = 5433”. SELi-

nux had to be additionally configured to permit this new port, which was done with the command 

“semanage port -a -t postgresql_port_t -p tcp 5433” 

The active user was changed to postgres, so the database configuration files could be created. Try-

ing to do as root will simply cause an error, as postgresql cannot be run as root, and the service 

account needs access to the configuration data. 

su - postgres 

initdb -D '/var/lib/pgsql/data' 

The active user was then exited back to the root account with the command “exit“, so that the 

postgresql service could be started as well as added to the system startup configuration. This was 

accomplished with the following commands: 

systemctl start postgresql && systemctl enable postgresql 
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Once again, the postgres user was activated with “su - postgres”, this time for creating the data-

base as well a database user for the authentication service. The following two commands were 

used: 

createuser hasura_authuser -p 5433 

createdb hasura_authdb -p 5433 

 

At this point, the database was up and running, also being accessible through the new has-

ura_authdb database user. The command “psql -p 5433” was used to locally initiate a connection 

to the database while logged in as the postgres user. Two commands were to be executed within 

the database, which would first set an encrypted password for the newly created hasura user, as 

well as grant full privileges on the new hasura_authdb table for that user. These were the SQL 

commands: 

alter user hasura_authuser with encrypted password 'hasurasecret'; 

grant all privileges on database hasura_authdb to hasura_authuser; 

The database connection was then terminated by exiting the client through the psql meta com-

mand “\q”. At this point, the postgres user was no longer needed so the root user was activated 

once more. Next, the Knex.js query builder was used to automatically generate the database 

schema. This was done by first navigating to the directory “/usr/local/crisapi/passport-js” and then 

running knex with the command “node_modules/.bin/knex migrate:latest” 

An environment variable containing a connection string for the new database was then created, so 

that the node application server could connect to it and store user data. The variable’s name 

DATABASE_URL is hardcoded within the application. It was also appended to the root user’s bash 

profile, so that it would persist on system reboots. The following command accomplishes both: 

echo export 
DATABASE_URL=postgres://hasura_authuser:hasurasecret@localhost:5433/hasura_
authdb >> ~/.bash_profile 
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An internal environment variable “HASURA_GRAPHQL_AUTH_HOOK: http://lo-

calhost:3000/webhook” was then added to Hasura’s pod through the docker-compose.yaml con-

figuration file, to specify that Hasura should authenticate any API users by passing their requests 

to the new authentication service at port 3000. Instead of the term localhost, however, the actual 

hostname of the local machine was entered into the variable or the Hasura pod was unable to 

contact the webhook. Afterwards, the Hasura environment was restarted to activate this configu-

ration change, which also required the virtual environment to be activated since that was where 

podman-compose had been originally installed: 

cd /usr/local/crisapi/hasura 

source ../venv/bin/activate 

podman-compose down 

podman-compose up -d 

After once more navigating to the passport-js directory with the command “cd ../passport-js”, the 

node application was then started with by entering “node app.js”. At this point, the Node applica-

tion process will attach to the current terminal, so until it has been set up properly as a back-

ground service, a new terminal must be opened to continue working while it is running. 

As the authentication service behind port 3000 wasn’t opened to be accessible from the outside of 

the local machine and Hasura, which reduces attack surface from a security perspective, a local 

POST request was created with curl. This was done to the http://localhost:3000/signup route with 

the purpose of testing the user registration functionality of Passport.js. A new user was success-

fully created and a bearer token for it assigned, as seen on Figure 28. This bearer token could later 

be used to authenticate with any Hasura endpoints. 

 

Figure 28. Testing new user signup with Passport.js 

http://localhost:3000/webhook
http://localhost:3000/webhook
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Passport also comes with a /login route, which can be used to retrieve the token if it is forgotten 

but the username and password are known. This on its own has little use, but if reducing the infi-

nite lifespan of tokens and opening the login route to users to allow the generation of temporary 

session tokens, it does hold potential from a security perspective, which is further explained in 

chapter 10.3. The login functionality was also tested by sending a request, as seen on Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29. Testing Passport.js token retrieval through the /login route 

The default code of Passport.js has been written in a way that all users who successfully authenti-

cate, will receive the role called “user”. This might not be optimal in the long term, but it works for 

demonstrating the permissions management functionality. It is also very simple to build additional 

logic for role handling, as the code is simply a JavaScript function that returns a specific role name 

when requested by Hasura. This “handleResponse” function is further described in chapter 10.3. 

8.3.5 Authorization / Access control 

The authentication service only takes care of telling Hasura what the role of the user sending the 

API request is, by checking the authentication header. It falls to Hasura to make sure that this role 

has access to the correct data. Hasura once again has made it very clear how role permissions can 

be set up for different database operations and different tables even precisely based on specific 

columns and row data. An example of granting the previously mentioned “user” role full access to 

the SELECT statement without any restrictions to specific columns or rows can be seen on Figure 

30. This only applies to a single table, so the same must be repeated for all tables relevant to the 

query, also considering data on both sides of the relationships used. In this case, this permission 

was applied to the tables “dataentity”, “attributedefinition” and both tables that contain values 

for string and number attributes. 
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Figure 30. Granting the role "user" unrestricted SELECT access to a single table. “Row select per-

missions” allow defining checks to only allow interaction with rows containing specific data. Simi-

larly, columns can be hidden from the role by de-selecting them. 

After the permissions were set, it was possible to perform the final test of executing queries as an 

authenticated user. Postman was again used, but this time the query should not return any data 

since the requestor is not yet authenticated. This test can be seen on Figure 31.

 

Figure 31. Unauthorized POST request from an anonymous user 
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Hasura seemed to correctly reject the request when a valid bearer token was not included in the 

Authorization header. Similarly, the functionality was tested with the correct token, which can be 

seen on Figure 32. Hasura accepted the second query because the authentication service returned 

the role “user” for the provided token, which had been allowed access to the relevant tables. 

 

Figure 32. Authorized POST request from an authenticated user. The bearer token previously re-

trieved from the authentication service is included in the Authorization header. 

8.3.6 Logging 

Hasura logs everything by default to the Hasura’s podman container logs. The log entry contains 

role and user information, so that it can be used to identify which client has sent that specific 

query, also including the variables and SQL syntax. The level of logging can be further adjusted by 

modifying the docker-compose.yaml configuration file, and some logging types can optionally be 

disabled completely. As seen on Figure 33, Hasura produces a JSON object entry for every query 

received, containing relevant details such as the role and user-id, as well as the IP address of the 

caller. Exact SQL queries are additionally logged, which means that every action is traceable. 
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Figure 33. Example entry From Hasura's logs (JSON) 

9 Results 

All the implemented functionalities were individually tested to be functioning properly during im-

plementation. All of this was documented in chapter 8, leaving no functionality untested. Answer-

ing the initial research questions is however important for defining the results of the research, 

prior to making conclusions. The primary research question and sub-questions were determined in 

chapter 1.4. The primary question will be answered first, after which answers to the more detailed 

sub-questions will complete the chapter. 

Primary question 

The primary research question was at an early stage defined to be “How to design and implement 

a read-only API solution well suited for an abstract, existing application?”. Although it is a very 

broad question to which there must be many valid answers, one such answer can be concluded 

based on this research project’s results. 
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One way to begin the design process is to discover existing tools that hold potential regarding the 

project goals, which would then be researched in detail. Relevant research on how applications 

are typically built and whether some standards or common practices have effect on how they are 

designed, should also be carried out. Through these findings, it is possible to conclude what kinds 

of related tools and technologies currently exist and which ones are commonly used at the pre-

sent. This enables the further research of whether there are any issues such as common bad prac-

tices, misconceptions or other areas of improvement. Ultimately, it is possible to conclude which 

tools can be used to improve on the existing issues. Some comparison must then be made, based 

on which the right tools can be selected for the implementation phase. 

When choosing to develop a read-only API, the choice already supports abstraction more than a 

typical CRUD API, due to avoiding unwanted side effects from various application-specific events 

related to data modifications. When reading data, usually authenticating and authorizing the user 

as well as logging their actions is enough. All this functionality can be implemented on their own 

separate layer, meaning that ignoring the application-specific details of the source is a real possi-

bility. Read-only API as a concept therefore supports abstraction right from the beginning, alt-

hough focus must be kept on finding or developing tools that also support abstraction. 

How easy is it to deploy the final product or make changes to it? 

The installation of Hasura was shown to be a very easy process, although the use of RHEL 8 and 

Podman proved to be somewhat problematic at first. The part of the implementation that could 

be considered most far off from a straightforward deployment, was the inclusion of an external 

authentication service, which is a requirement of Hasura if hoping to restrict the  access of any API 

users. Although Passport.js was chosen to be used for demonstrating authentication with Hasura 

and it was very easy to set up, it is in no way the only option, nor claimed to be the best one in any 

form, meaning that there are a lot of different options that the developer must choose from. If a 

secure authentication service already exists or can be set up beforehand, the rest of Hasura’s de-

ployment and configuration is very straightforward. Additionally, if Docker is available to be used 

instead of Podman, which might be the case for many systems, the deployment process described 

will become even simpler as the official Hasura instructions will also support the installation. 
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During the configuration of various Hasura features, it became clear that Hasura manages to turn 

otherwise complex configurations to very simple ones through its web UI, meaning that making 

changes during deployment or in the future doesn’t require a lot of development time. Adding a 

data source was accomplished in a matter of minutes, and so was the tracking of tables or adding 

new relationships between them, ready to be used within queries. Adding new roles within Hasura 

and managing their permissions was also extremely simple. 

Is the final product a considerable API option for other applications? 

Directly connecting the database of Converis to Hasura was possible, while no attention to the 

specifics of the Converis application itself was required during implementation. This is something 

that holds potential to be very useful for many other applications as well. Combined with how 

easy the deployment and configuration processes are, Hasura can certainly be recommended as a 

considerable API option for other applications, with the exclusion of Passport.js, as the best au-

thentication service to use is another subject entirely and should be evaluated based on individual 

requirements. Additionally, as this thesis focuses on a free open-source implementation of the on-

premises Hasura installation, a recommendation cannot be formed on whether the Hasura Cloud 

version might be a better choice for a specific implementation. 

How far could the API be reasonably abstracted? 

The answer to this research question of course depends on the definition of “reasonable”. If first 

considering the abstraction of the deployment process of the API, one way to understand the 

question could be to consider whether there is an actual need for further abstraction or not. One 

might ask for example, are there any potential application developers who might not be able to 

easily adapt the current API solution for their application, or are there systems which might not be 

able to utilize setup process like the one described in chapter 8, or use Hasura at all? It is true that 

the deployment processes might differ to some extent. However, being able to utilize either 

Docker or Podman forms a highly portable base for the installation, which most systems should be 

able to utilize, resulting in no need for additional abstraction of the installation. 

The requirement of an authentication service on the other hand, being outlined as a more com-

plex part of the implementation process, has no room for further abstraction. This is because the 

requirement is already extremely abstract. The authentication service is allowed to differ greatly 
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between implementations. There might even be existing services that developers could utilize 

with Hasura. For the authentication server to function with Hasura at the most basic level, it only 

needs to send one specific HTTP response to one specific HTTP request, meaning that it could even 

be easily hard coded with a programming language of the developer’s choice. Therefore, hundreds 

of potential tools exist for implementing the service to best suit the system at hand. 

On the other hand, if considering how abstract the API itself can be, Hasura does support most of 

the popular database systems on which applications are almost always built. Hasura also allows 

the developer to bring any number of data sources together, not only limited to actual databases, 

but also remote APIs. These facts combined mean that at its best, Hasura could abstract most, if 

not all, existing data sources, be it legacy or modern, into one endpoint for its clients to utilize. Ad-

ditionally, considering how far Hasura already manages to abstract the configuration processes 

within its UI, attempting to take those further would be questionable at the least. 

Is the amount of work required from the API clients’ developers reasonable? 

This might be where the API was not expected to excel at all before the implementation started. 

As a surprise, the exact opposite was proven. Hasura has the option to allow the API developers to 

selectively take care of the creation of complex queries, parametrize them, and then deploy them 

within a minute to a new HTTP endpoint. From there, multiple users can utilize the functionality 

with methods they are already familiar with, without any coding or additional learning required. 

All this is possible, while also keeping the complexity and thus the freedom of writing queries that 

clients are given along with a GraphQL-based approach over traditional HTTP/REST APIs. 

10 Conclusions 

10.1 The chosen tools 

While the GraphQL language is a great, robust tool for developing APIs, it also comes with its own 

complexity. Hasura aims to remove the complexity by making the implementation and develop-

ment of GraphQL APIs instant and easy, and it seems to do so extremely well. Not only does Has-

ura make it possible to create complex GraphQL schemas and perform queries graphically without 

writing any code, but it also makes it possible to easily wrap the GraphQL functionality within addi-

tional HTTP endpoints by the click of a button. Effectively this keeps the benefits of GraphQL and 
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Hasura even while allowing the API developers to give clients the freedom of choosing whether to 

work with the familiar methods of “good old REST” instead of adapting GraphQL. 

There wasn’t much existing research or other information available on Hasura, besides their own 

documentation. This is possibly due to Hasura being a very recent extension to the also quite re-

cent GraphQL language, while major technological adaptations such as REST can take years or 

sometimes even decades to develop. Based on the findings and testing of Hasura, it functions very 

well in the intended way and is thus a good choice for deploying GraphQL APIs. 

Although GraphQL and Hasura ended up being the chosen technologies based on the research car-

ried out in this thesis, it doesn’t mean they are the only ways to implement these kinds of APIs. 

When such solutions are implemented with other available technologies, comparison between 

their details and the ones of this implementation can be made. Until then, it is difficult to establish 

clear guidelines on choosing Hasura specifically over options which haven’t been included in this 

thesis. The recommendation of Hasura can only be made based on the usefulness of GraphQL and 

Hasura, as witnessed through the research findings, experimentation and testing during this pro-

ject. 

10.2 Challenges 

Podman, the utility for managing containers and container images is integrated into the RHEL 8 

OS. Podman has several advantages over Docker and in theory should be fully Docker compatible, 

but it can come with issues. Hasura's container installation guidelines have been designed around 

Docker and attempting to complete the deployment with Podman will result in a failure. For exam-

ple, networking is handled differently between Docker and Podman, and sometimes it's necessary 

to switch to an older release or a development branch to overcome a specific issue. This is very 

likely related to how recent Podman is, and majority of these incompatibility issues will likely be 

solved in future releases. 

As discussed previously, Hasura doesn’t come with any kind of kind of authentication by default, 

and instead requires the use of an external solution. It’s up to the developer to decide how au-

thentication will be implemented, which can be problematic if the developer doesn’t have much 
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previous experience with backend authentication services. A handful of community made solu-

tions exist, but many of them are also either too basic, or built for older package versions that 

come with known security vulnerabilities. Commercial authentication solutions are an option, but 

they are often proprietary and come with a price tag, which brings its own issues and limitations. 

10.3 Future expansion 

Additional roles 

Every client query containing a valid bearer token will be handled with the privileges of a Hasura 

role ‘user’. Hasura natively supports the creation of additional roles via the Web UI, but code 

changes would be required in the authentication server’s handleResponse function (Figure 34) and 

database schema to make any use of it. Implementing this functionality could be a simple task yet 

allow much greater control of client access to resources, expanding the potential audience of the 

API while also supporting the principle of least privilege. 

 

Figure 34. Node authentication server’s response handler function 

Authentication security 

A bearer token is nothing more than a string used to verify access, and it’s usually passed in the 

authorization header of every request. This approach has a potential security risk in case the token 

gets stolen. Switching to JWTs would allow encoding and verifying the tokens via signing, with a 

set expiry date for each token. Clients could then reach out to the /login route to fetch a new to-

ken with their user credentials. 
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Secure communication 

HTTP was used for all communication over the web during the project, meaning that all data was 

transferred in plain text. This means that a potential attacker who has the possibility to intercept 

the requests, will gain privileged access by being able to read the authentication tokens, for exam-

ple. Implementing communication over HTTPS requires certificates, which for the employer will be 

an easy task as trusted certificates already exist and may be utilized to implement this highly se-

cure, encrypted version of HTTP communication. 

Logging improvements 

As discussed in chapter 8.3.6, Hasura’s logging functionality is quite comprehensive by default and 

can be further adjusted by modifying startup parameters of the Hasura container. Logging could 

be further improved by hooking the engine container to an external solutions such as Logstash & 

ElasticSearch, which provide a user friendly, central data storage for logging data with powerful 

search functionality and analytics tools. 

More query definitions 

Additional GraphQL queries could be designed and published as HTTP endpoints, making it much 

simpler for clients to perform frequently repeated complex operations with very simple requests. 

As shown during implementation, Hasura’s HTTP endpoints support dynamic variables, which can 

be utilized to allow one query to serve multiple clients with different needs, without having to in-

teract with the GraphQL query language at all.  
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